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INTRODUCTION 
 

Human have a special power to adapt themselves to any circumstances and to get best , has made them 

strive to achieve their goals lawfully and unlawfully. Now days, human activities are most depended on 

technology, especially the information technology. It goes without saying that human beings have an 

edge over all forms of life on the earth as they are present with the ability to think, analyses and act 

accordingly. Society always revolve around those who have central power. Early man use to live in 

caves and for living this use to kill animals , slowly they learned new methods for hunting by making 

tools from stone, woods etc. And on later stage they learned how to make fire from stones and woods 

and later on they learned benefits of the power of the mother nature. In eighteenth century, 

industrialization took place. Trade use to be done and payment was done in barter system of exchange. 

And later on payment method was changed from barter system to coin system and then printing of 

money took place. In twenty first century, power has evaluated in terms of information and knowledge. 

Information storage and its access has been greatly simplified, first development of computer and then 

emergence of computer networking. The internet has provided and effective method for the exchange 

of information across the globe information technology is assumed to be the largest contributor of 

shifting of power in the hand of those possessing information space without front is known as 

cyberspace has emerged within the short time with the invasions of computer and their 

interconnectivity. Cyberspace is a place where two or more people are made not physically but virtually 

and communicate with each other through electronics. They may not see of feel each Other it's a space 

various business take place enrich the themselves with knowledge and money . From past three  

decades this electronic space has tremendously transform from One dimension into multi dimension . 

It has grown and matured into a wonderful electronic and this  landscape  is visited by million of  

people every day. Cyberspace is now an international and growing swiftly in steadily in size world 

political importance people from all fields like scientist, technicians, generalist, lawyers ,civilians, Navy, 

Children below 10 years visiting this space people share their valuable data idea interact with each other 

entertain people through email Voicemail plans conference video call conference extra we all are 

learning the process how to live in this newly available space like every coin has two faces even this 

cyberspace has two spaces good and bad. This cyberspace is full of adventure interest but it also has 

dangerous activities. Nowadays society has become more and more dependent on the information 

processing and communicating in this cyberspace, even commercial banks even government activities 

on this networking. It is also a place where criminals have creased opportunity to commit mischief and 
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crime. What the bomb in e-commerce E-Commerce , E-Learning and other network dependent 

activities cybercrime has become a very serious threat for information age1. Industrial Revolution has 

got new rules and regulations in the society in the same way introducing networking also introduce new 

laws to protect society from cyber crime. Cyber world has diminished the economic barrier political 

barriers and discrimination among Nation. Practices of technology and business have changed 

dramatically because of revolution of internet. The problem is that internet doesn’t respect the 

boundaries of nations. The cyber criminals can cross the international boundaries faster then law 

enforcement agency 2 .For control and check of cybercrime there is a need for study of existing 

institutional legal control mechanism. The information technology Amendment Act 2008 is 

substantially addition to in Indian Information Technology IT Act 20003.It was passed by the Indian 

Parliament on October 2008 and came into force a later changes in the amendment include redefining 

term such as communication device to reflect current used validating it electronic signatures and 

contracts making the owners of a given IP address responded for content exist a distributed through it 

and making Corporation responsible for implementing effective data security practice and liable for 

beaches. To make the act more technological neutral some terms like digital signature has been replaced 

with electronic signature. To define communication device a new section has been added which means 

that cell phones personal digital assistants of combinations of both or any other device used for 

communication sent or transmit in intex video edit image etc. Section 10A has been inserted the effect 

that contract concluded electronically shall not be Deemed to be unenforceable solely on the ground. 

Cyber cafe is also Defined by a new section IES any facility from where the access to the internet is 

offered by any person in the ordinary course of business to the members of the public. Section 67 of 

old act is amendment to reduce the term of imprisonment for publishing and transmitting obscene 

material in Electronical form 23 years from 5 years and increase the fine 1 lakh to 5 lakh. 

 

DIFFERENT TYPE OF CYBER CRIMES 
 

Unauthorised access -any person who access attempts to secure access to protected system4. Email bombing- 

sending large amount of email to victim resulting in victims email account or mail service crashing. Data 

Diddling- attack involves altering the row data just before computer process it and then changing it back 

after processing is completed.5 Data leakage- illegally copying the master file of information in the 

computer for ransome, blackmailing, or other fraudulent purpose6.Data syping- sensitive information of 

computer network is access from remotely located computer by using the legitimate password of 

breaking the password and then data is sold to others for a particular price. Seavening- obtaining of using 

1 
DR. AMIT VERMA,CYBER CRIMES IN INDIA , pg 2(1 ed. 2012) 

2 DR. AMIT VERMA,CYBER CRIMES IN INDIA , pg 3 (1 ed. 2012). 
3  DR. AMIT VERMA,CYBER CRIMES IN INDIA , pg 79(1 ed. 2012). 
4  DR. AMIT VERMA,CYBER CRIMES IN INDIA , pg 79(1 ed. 2012). 
5  DR. AMIT VERMA,CYBER CRIMES IN INDIA , pg 80(1 ed. 2012). 
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the information which have been left after processing in computer system ,this technique is used  

indoor activities which are based on physical as well as technical methods. Salami attack- used for 

commission of financial crimes in this there is a key that alterations so significant that in a signal case it 

would go completely unnoticed.7Internet time theft- unused by unauthorised person of the internet as paid 

by other person.8 Logic bomb- this event is a dependent program it is created to do something only when 

certain event occurs.9 Virus or bomb attack- virus is a program that attaches itself to a computer or a file 

and that circulated to other files on another computer connected to that network it affect the computer 

data by altering or deleting it10. Trojan attack- it is also called an unauthorised program which functions 

from inside what seems to be an authorised program thereby concealing what is actually doing. 

Trapdoor- stage of testing program system developer normally use the Trap door logic to bypass all 

security protocols and directly into into specific portion of a program through shortcut.11 Super zapping - 

an Intruder able to penetrate into the system area and can even change the programs create an extra 

system administrator level password for himself it is and dangerous logic and it also provide an 

opportunity for any crime related to logic program.12Denial of service attack- involves loading of computer 

resources with more request then it can actually handle it lead to computer crashing. Distributed denial of 

service attack -perpetrators are many and geographical widespread. 13 Email spoofing and web spoofing- 

spoofed email is to originate from one source but actually has been sent from another source spooner 

following is basically an act of electronically disguising from one computer as another for gaining access 

to restricted system web spoofing refers to act of secretly trickling US web browser into a different 

browser service.14 Intellectual property crime- include software piracy copyright infringement trademark 

violations etc.15 Cyber-squatting- person or legal entity books of Trademark business name service mark 

of another entity as own domain name and then selling the same domain name to other person for 

amount. Patent and copyright infringement- one producer copy material of process from another for profit.. 

Software privacy -copy of software which can be easily duplicated without notifying the author. Industry 

piracy -individual or group of individual item duplication of distribution of copyright software for large 

profit from other party. 16 Corporate privacy- by selling one copy of software application on  LAN 

piracy.17. Cyber stalking- where a person follows one person's movement across the internet. Cyber/child 

pornography- includes pronography websites and magazines produced by computer on Internet it 

 
 

7  DR. AMIT VERMA,CYBER CRIMES IN INDIA , pg 80(1 ed. 2012). 
8  DR. AMIT VERMA,CYBER CRIMES IN INDIA , pg 80(1 ed. 2012). 
9  DR. AMIT VERMA,CYBER CRIMES IN INDIA , pg 80(1 ed. 2012). 
10  DR. AMIT VERMA,CYBER CRIMES IN INDIA , pg 80(1 ed. 2012). 
11  DR. AMIT VERMA,CYBER CRIMES IN INDIA , pg 80(1 ed. 2012). 
12  DR. AMIT VERMA,CYBER CRIMES IN INDIA , pg 81(1 ed. 2012). 
13  DR. AMIT VERMA,CYBER CRIMES IN INDIA , pg 81(1 ed. 2012). 
14DR. AMIT VERMA,CYBER CRIMES IN INDIA , pg 81(1 ed. 2012). 
15  DR. AMIT VERMA,CYBER CRIMES IN INDIA , pg 81(1 ed. 2012). 
16  DR. AMIT VERMA,CYBER CRIMES IN INDIA , pg 81(1 ed. 2012). 
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includes photos, pictures ,writing of children.18 Cyber defamation- any word or gesture in cyberspace 

designed to harm other persons repetition or on internet.19Cyber money laundering -contribution is made 

by online account so credit transfer is increase all time Password sniffers- program that monitor and 

record the name and the password of internet use as they login to a particular website.20 Cyber fraud- 

include stock manipulation fraudulent business opportunities etc.21 Credit card fraud -who have card or 

call by unknown numbers and details of card is taken and the amount is transferred to another account 

and they called as a bank Bank operators. Cyber terrorism- cyber tools to shutdown critical National 

infrastructure like transport communication etc22. Hacking- mean unauthorised access to computers. 

And accessing to documents of a computer. 

 

LAW MAKING AUTHORITY 
 

Laws are more effective when the issues address a local issue and governmental authorities are situated 

closely by there is much greater respect for the law when it is used as reflecting local realities and 

concern but local authority who know and understand local population has typically been able to work 

more effectively with their neighbours to maintain order and resolves conflicts. 23 Online actors 

developing risk management Strategies and States took a relax view about the need to enforce the laws 

against online activities from foreign state accept and what decides the most important cases today 

truth is that large population of national law is potentially applicable to foreigners who only presence in 

National territory is wise are the activities and cyber crime. Laws have been always came to regulate not 

only activities within geographical boundaries but also physical jurisdictions but which have effect by 

the law. Consequences of extraterritoriality is based upon the effect is produces disputes between States 

on legal system is cyberspace one of the most common area of love with applied to cross border on 

basis of effects by environmental laws dealing with issues such as population across National 

boundaries. disputes arises with activities in questions all lawfully in the state where they are undertaken 

but not in those States where they their effects on felt.24. Second consequences is dad an intendant an 

inappropriate application of National Law to Cyber space business the respect of cyberspace uses for 

loss of that country which cause public pronouncement of court and mental state which induce in the 

mind of users25.Enforcing law in cyberspace:- Enforcement of luck play an important role in engendering 

respect for that law. If a state consistently fails to enforce a law it sends a message to the laws or but it 

is unable to do so in effective way which result in damaging the law26. Identification of a person against 

 

18  DR. AMIT VERMA,CYBER CRIMES IN INDIA , pg 82(1 ed. 2012). 
19  DR. AMIT VERMA,CYBER CRIMES IN INDIA , pg 82(1 ed. 2012). 
20  DR. AMIT VERMA,CYBER CRIMES IN INDIA , pg 82(1 ed. 2012). 
21  

DR. AMIT VERMA,CYBER CRIMES IN INDIA , pg 82(1 ed. 2012). 
22  DR. AMIT VERMA,CYBER CRIMES IN INDIA , pg 83(1 ed. 2012). 
23 CHRIS REED, MAKING LAWS FOR CYBER SPACE , pg31 (1 ed. 2012). 
24 CHRIS REED, MAKING LAWS FOR CYBER SPACE , pg31 (1 ed. 2012). 
25  CHRIS REED, MAKING LAWS FOR CYBER SPACE , pg31 (1 ed. 2012). 
26 CHRIS REED, MAKING LAWS FOR CYBER SPACE , pg49 (1 ed. 2012). 
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whom a law has been in force is need to be discovered it is not easy task cyberspace communication are 

basically identified through IP address of a communicator. Cross Border Issues :- is cyberspace is a global 

media for communication across the boundaries of different nations it is difficult to crack or erase any 

person who belongs to different border for a person who has committed crime through cyberspace. 

Child sexual abuse images:-Physically sexual abuse of children is recognise to be largely hidden activity  

with only a small proportion of offence reported to police otherwise they are not detected on any child 

abuse cases are not even registered to police a survey was taken by UK National Society for protection 

of children in 2009 found at 4.8 % of 11 to 17 years old has experienced sexual abuse at some point of 

time in their life.27Copyright infringement by file sharing:- Majority of file sharing infringes copyright both 

user the person homemade belongs to if any person misuse those documents the owner can save them 

for the misuse. 

 

LAW ENFORCEMENT INITIATIVES TOWARDS TACKLING CYBER CRIME IN 

INDIA 
 

In India cyber crime has rise. Cybersphere has been highlighted by the number of commentators these 

cravings have been attentions from demonetisation SBI online banking transaction and government 

post towards digital economy several new issues have been a rose light from digital payment system for 

example Mumbai police has received several reports for scam receiving fraud calls from banks and 

discussing your IB policies and taking details of the debit card and then a whole amount available in the 

bank account is being transact to another account it also involves hacking attack from both within the 

country or outside the country this also include hacking of Twitter or email account of Rahul Gandhi 

Vijay Mallya and others 80% of Cyber crime reports are unreported according to the news report. 

 

CYBER POLICING IN INDIA 
 

Crime and criminal tracking Network and system (CCTNS):- Cabinet committee on economic affairs in 2009 

with allocation of 2 billion rupees on cctns project under National e-Governance plan ,which am 

quitting National wide networking infrastructure for it enabled criminal tracking and crime detection 

system. About 1500 police station district and all state police headquarters service was organised League 

schedule which to be completed in 2012, which are still remains incomplete it also includes unreliable 

internet connectivity and under trained personnel at police station including unavailable facility of 

Cyber forensic analyst in most location and lack of awareness regarding online citizen services for 

verification of tangent employees etc.28Online complaint:- Central Government took measures to to tackle 

cyber crime announce that they would be setting Central citizen portal which allows citizen to complete 

find online with respect to Cyber crime including cyberstalking financial fraud etc government response 

 

27 CHRIS REED, MAKING LAWS FOR CYBER SPACE , pg56 (1 ed. 2012). 
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to details to search complaints on the portal and weight allowed nearest police station and allow police 

department to track and update the status of complaint and if not possible to solve it will be transferred 

to higher officers to solve the complete as soon as possible. Cyber police station:- Included person e- 

trained as well as proper equipment to analyse digital crimes in Maharashtra. As cyber crime has rise 

over on 40% in recent time, cyberlabs this means that police station in each and every district of 

Maharashtra was available to reduce the crime done online transaction. But still complaint remain low 

reported and low success with in solving the crime. 29 Predictive policing:- Uses of data mining strategic  

and modelling machine e-Learning related to clients which may predicted likely to location for police 

investigation in 2003 Jharkhand Police collaborated with National Informatics Centre begin developing 

data mining software for standing online records. To study crime trains also explode business analytical 

skills and resources at IIM Ranchi tackled crime in Jharkhand .Delhi Police also try into expertise at the 

Indian Space Research Organisation to develop policies tool call CMAPS which means criminal 

mapping analytics and predictive system. 

 
 

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ACT 
 

Cybercrime is neither define in IT Act 2000 in IT Amendment Act 2008 not in any other legislation in 

India is just a combination of crime and computer it is an any offence or crime in which computer is 

been used is a cyber crime offences like stealing of pickpocket can brought within the bottles of 

cybercrime if the basic data or 82 such an offence is a computer or information stored in a computer by 

the person who has done the fraud it could be the hackers who hack someone's site for view 

confidential information of once secrets or intellectual property.30 Cyber crime also agreements criminal 

activities done with computer like financial crimes sales of illegal articles of pronography on online 

grameenphone of fine cyber defamation cyberstalking unauthorised access to system Dept of 

information contained Electronical forms email women physical damage to computer system etc. Cyber 

crime has been committed by individual or groups of small individuals we can see an emerging Trends 

with the traditional organised crime syndicates all Criminal Mind technological professionals working 

together appalling their resources and expertise is this approach has been very effective for the crimes 

involved in 2007 and 2008 cyber crime courses worldwide was estimated approx Lee 8 billion USD. 

 

NEED FOR CYBER LAWS 
 

Cyberspace is going very diverse and the range of online interaction expense this also exclusion in the 

cyber crimes list of online contacts crimes etc. In model cyber Technology ,it is necessary to regulate 
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cybercrime and most importantly cyber laws need to be made to stick cyber terrorism and hackers. It 

lovers is a set of recent legal and enactments currently in existing in several countries which are governs 

the process this legal enactments covered a Boat of different aspects relating to computer software 

protection of the rights of women and control of Digital information privacy security internet exchange 

and use of Electronic Commerce cloud describes paper loss for paperless environment.31 The IT Act 

2000 was president's assets on 9 June and was made effective from 17th October 2008 essentially deals 

with following issues like legal recognization of electronic documents needed organisation of digital 

signature of lines and Justice dispensation system for Cyber crime. Amendment 2018 was first 

legislation in the nation on technology computers and e-commerce and e-communication act was 

subjected of debates elaborated reviews detail criticism major industrial bodies was consulted and 

advisory groups were formed to go to into it at and comparative similar legislation with other Nations 

to suggest better Amendment Act. It is focusing on information security defining, cyber café, Making 

digital signature, Technological and neutral defining reasonable security practices to be followed by 

corporate redefining, the role of intermediaries recognising the role of Indian computer emergency 

response team inclusion of some additional Cyber crimes like childpronography ,cyber terrorism 

authorising an Inspector to investigate cyber offence. 

 
 

CYBERCRIME AFFECTING CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT 
 

Hacking into someones private property of stealing someone intellectual work is a completely violation 

of right to privacy according to the Indian Constitution right to privacy is one of the basic fundamental 

right with guarantee Indian citizens but also protect under IPC. How to privacy is one of the important 

natural need for every human being as it with boundaries among an individual where other are 

restricted to intern right to privacy. Its interference in someone's private life the court of India has 

clearly of judicial pronouncement that lie to privacy is very much important fundamental right which is 

guarantee under article 21 of Indian Constitution.32 And through hacking some one computer are other 

electronic item to interfere in someone's personal life is one of the greatest offence according to the 

article 21. Stocking is also involved under article 21 as talking means to keep an eye on someone's 

activity which also means to interfere in someone's restricted area 

The following sections are dealing with cyber crimes33 - 

1. For damage to computer computer system etc (under section 43 of IT Act). 

2. Compensation for failure to protect data (under section 43A of IT Act) . 
 
 

31 
MOHAK RANA, (2014), https://www.lawctopus.com/academike/cyber-crimes-other-liabilities/ (last visited Mar 5, 

2019). 
32 MOHAK RANA, (2014), https://www.lawctopus.com/academike/cyber-crimes-other-liabilities/ (last visited Mar 5, 

2019). 
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3. Tampering with computer source documents (under section 65 of IT Act). 

4. Hiking with computer systems data alteration( under section 66 of IT ACT). 

5. Sainik offensive message to communication service etc (under section 66A of IT Act). 

6.  Dishonestly receiving stolen computer resources of communication device (under section 66B 

of IT Act) . 

7. Identify theft (under section 66C IT Act ). 

8. Cheating by personality by using computer resources( under section 66D IT Act). 

9. Violation of privacy (section 66A IT Act). 

10. Cyber terrorism (section 66 of IT Act). 

11. Publishing a transmitting of science material in electronic form (section 67 IT Act ). 

12. Punishment of publishing or transmitting of material regarding children in sexual etc in 

electronic form (section 67B IT ACT). 

13. Preservation and retention of information by increments (section 67 C IT ACT). 

14.  Power to issue direction for interception Amarnath train of any permission to any computer 

resources (section 69 IT ACT). 

15. Unauthorised access to protected system (section 70 IT Act). 

16. Penalty for misrepresentation (section 71 IT Act). 

17. Publishing false digital signature certificate (section 73 IT Act). 

18. Compensation penalties not to interfere with other punishment (section 77 IT ACT). 

19. Office within 3 years imprisonment to become invisible Section 77 B IT ACT ). 

20. Punishment for attempting to commit offence (section 84C IT act ). 

21. Offence by companies (section 85 IT Act.) 

USA they have health insurance portability and accountability at known as HIPAA which regulate. SOL 

health and insurance related records and maintain of issue of privacy and confidential involved in such 

record SOS signed into law in 2002 mendate a number to Reform to enhance corporate responsibility 

financial disclose corporate and accounting frauds. 34 In UK data protection act and privacy and 

Electronic Communication Regulation Act or all regulated legislation already existing in area of 

information security and cyber prevention decide cybercrime law passed recently in 2011 chilli in other 

countries like Australia New Zealand China also has cyber crime legislation and other law and 

regulation to improve cybercrime condition. 
 

IS CYBER CRIME A CRIMINAL OFFENSES? 
 

Cyber crimes are criminal offenses committed via the Internet or otherwise aided by various forms of 

computer technology, such as the use of online social networks to bully others or sending sexually 
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explicit digital photos with a smart phone. But while cyber crime is a relatively new phenomenon, many 

of the same offenses that can be committed with a computer or smart phone, including theft or child 

pornography, were committed in person prior to the computer age. This sub-section includes articles 

on cyber bullying, sexting, and a whole host of other crimes commonly committed online or with the 

help of computer networking technology.35 The Information Technology Act, 2000, being the Indian 

Cyber law, categorically provides specific procedural measures, applicable to all the investigations 

related to cybercrime, to crimes committed by the means of computers, computer networks, computer 

resources and communication devices and to all the criminal investigations where digital evidence is 

required. Information Technology Act, 2000 provides the provisions for Act to apply for offence or 

contraventions committed outside India (Section 75), Confiscation (Section 76), Compounding of 

Offences (Section 77A), Bailable offences (Section 77B), Power to investigate offences (Section 78), 

Examiner of Electronic Evidence (Section 79A), Power of Police Officer and Other Officers to Enter, 

Search, etc (Section 80). The Indian Cyber law provides the procedures to preserve and retain 

information, to provide technical assistance and extend all facilities to enable online access or to secure 

and provide online access to the computer resource generating, transmitting, receiving or storing traffic 

data or information, to comply with directions of the Government for interception, monitoring, 

blocking or decryption of any information through any computer resource, to observe the due diligence 

and also to preserve the sensitive personal data and information.36
 

 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

Though not all people are victims to cyber crimes, they are still at risk. Crimes by computer vary, and 

they don’t always occur behind the computer, but they executed by computer. The hacker’s identity is 

ranged between 12 years young to 67years old. The hacker could live three continents away from its 

victim, and they wouldn’t even know they were being hacked. Crimes done behind the computer are 

the 21st century’s problem. With the technology increasing, criminals don’t have to rob banks, nor do 

they have to be outside in order to commit any crime. They have everything they need on their lap. 

Their weapons aren’t guns anymore; they attack with mouse cursors and passwords. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
35 https://criminal.findlaw.com/criminal-charges/cyber-crimes.html 
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